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Looking ‘through the glass’ to the smallVOICE studio team of Margaret, Darren & Anne

PROGRAMME NEWS
Now in production for three years, our
smallVOICE podcast reaches further
with every new edition. Produced on
the first Thursday of each month the
podcast is available for download
from both iTunes and our dedicated
smallVOICE website. Although the
audience remains select, the podcast
reaches further around the globe than
any of our other output. The podcast
is now also being broadcast on
Community Radio station Flame CCR in
the Wirral and we are in discussions with
other stations.

Since our last Prayer Letter other
programme recording has included:
•

A meditation for St Andrew’s Day

•

Advent Reflection - Waiting for
Refugee Status: Music and words
for advent on the theme of waiting,
featuring an interview with the foster
mother of an asylum seeker

•

Burns and Faith: a conversation on
Robert Burns’ poetry and faith

•

Contributions to the ‘slow English’
international radio strand.

PROGRAMME NEWS ... continued
More ‘Words’

We have started to make available as
an independent package on Audiopot
A Thousand Words, which forms one
part of the smallVOICE podcast. It is
often said that ‘a picture tells a thousand
words’ and in these features Anne Muir
explores the reality of that statement
with a guest who has a story which
unfolds through the description of an
image with personal significance for
them. Two packages have been made
available, with more to follow.

Gavin’s favourite photograph is ‘The
Sombrero Galaxy‘, as seen below, and
you can hear why it is important to him
in our June podcast (listen at www.
smallvoice.org.uk).

Photo credit: NASA and The Hubble Heritage Team
(STScI/AURA), hubblesite.org

Award nominations

Gavin Merrifield and Anne Muir at Lambeth Palace for the
Sandford St Martin Awards

The GRF team was delighted to
be shortlisted for the Sandford St
Martin awards in the ‘interview of the
year’ category for Anne’s interview
with Dr Gavin Merrifield for the A
Thousand Words feature. Gavin is a
research scientist at the University of
Glasgow, with publications in physics,
biology, and theology. His interest is
in the meeting points of Christianity
with potential new discoveries in
science and emerging technologies.

In mid-October members of the team
will be off to BAFTA in London to
attend the Jerusalem Awards where
we have been shortlisted in the ‘Digital
Audio’ category for the June 2015
edition of our smallVOICE podcast
and in the ‘Festivals’ category for our
advent reflection, Waiting for Refugee
Status. This latter programme was
a presentation of music and words
for Advent on the theme of waiting,
featuring an interview with Alison
Phipps, the foster mother of an
asylum seeker. The judges said it was
nominated as “a timely insight into the
reality of those, especially children,
seeking asylum and the engagement
with the UK authorities.” Alison Phipps
is Professor of Language and InterCultural Studies at the University of
Glasgow, co-convener of the Glasgow
Refugee, Asylum and Migration Network
(GRAMnet) and a foster mother.

RADIO
GREENBELT
Over the years GRF had numerous
connections with Radio Greenbelt, the
radio station run during the Greenbelt
Christian Arts Festival every year. In
September, GRF received this email
from Ian Ambrose:
Dear All at GRF

Team member Euan Lawson sureys the damage in Studio 3

STUDIO REPAIR
At the end of November a serious
leak in a water pipe in the premises
above us caused substantial damage
in our Studio 3. The water affected the
recording and computing system and
associated equipment in that studio. It
was damaged beyond repair.
We were fully insured for the direct
losses. But the replacement software for
Studio 3 was no longer compatible with
the software in Studio 1, so our insurers
also funded the replacement of the
software in Studio 1. In order to make
the best use of this software we required
to upgrade the computer in Studio 1,
an upgrade not covered by insurance.
So we sent out an ‘Action Stations’
appeal to those of our supporters who
have signed up to help in times of
emergency. The response was amazing,
and the cost of the new equipment was
very quickly covered.

The Festival Radio Association which ran
Radio Greenbelt has now been defunct for
a number of years as sadly has the station
due to changes of policy at Greenbelt. We
found however that there were still some
funds in the association’s bank account and
we felt that we would like to donate it to
the work of GRF as a token of thanks for the
help you have given us over the years the
station was active, particularly allowing us to
use a number of your productions as part of
Radio Greenbelt’s programming. We would
be particularly pleased for it to be used to
develop and train new Christian broadcasters
and to continue the production of the
excellent programmes and inserts you are
so well known for (and make me wish I lived
nearer Glasgow so that I could get involved!).
We wish GRF continued success in the
production of quality Christian broadcasting
and bringing to all who want to hear.
Ian Ambrose

We remember well working with Ian and
are very grateful for his kind words and
for the Association’s generous donation.

TEAM NEWS
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In June we said adieu to David Fraser.
David has moved to the north east
of England to take up a new post
in Newcastle. David has been a key
member of our technical team in recent
years. We miss him already. We have, of
course, warned him that nobody really
ever escapes entirely from the GRF
team!

... And our
wider team

It is hugely encouraging for us as a small
broadcasting team, dependent as we
are on the time given by our voluntary
team members, that we have the prayer
and financial help from supporters like
yourself. We continue to believe that this
voluntary team model promotes good
stewardship. Costs are always kept to
an absolute minimum. But, even with
an entirely voluntary team, money is
still necessary for making programmes.
Thank you for being part of the team
and for all your support.

smallvoice.org.uk
Scottish charity number: SC000199

About
GRF continues its work to record and
distribute audio for radio stations and
the internet in Britain and worldwide.
Our aim is to help listeners who are
coming to faith, and those who are
already on a journey to discover new
dimensions of their faith. All of GRF’s
programmes and podcasts are made by
a voluntary interdenominational team.

Listen
You can subscribe to our smallVOICE
podcast on iTunes or listen at www.
smallvoice.org.uk
GRF has supplied a large variety of
programmes to Audiopot, an online
library of Christian audio for radio
stations, churches and schools. Go to
www.audiopot.org for more details.
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